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Abstract. Satisfying the high computation demand of modern deep
learning architectures is challenging for achieving low inference latency.
The current approaches in decreasing latency only increase parallelism
within a layer. This is because architectures typically capture a single-
chain dependency pattern that prevents efficient distribution with a
higher concurrency (i.e., simultaneous execution of one inference among
devices). Such single-chain dependencies are so widespread that even
implicitly biases recent neural architecture search (NAS) studies. In this
visionary paper, we draw attention to an entirely new space of NAS
that relaxes the single-chain dependency to provide higher concurrency
and distribution opportunities. To quantitatively compare these archi-
tectures, we propose a score that encapsulates crucial metrics such as
communication, concurrency, and load balancing. Additionally, we pro-
pose a new generator and transformation block that consistently deliver
superior architectures compared to current state-of-the-art methods. Fi-
nally, our preliminary results show that these new architectures reduce
the inference latency and deserve more attention.

1 Introduction & Motivation

Increasingly deeper and wider convolution/deep neural networks (CNN/DNN) [37,
40,51] with higher computation demands are continuously attaining higher accu-
racies. Nevertheless, the high computation and memory demands of these DNNs
hinder achieving low inference latency [14]. Although current platforms exploit
parallelism, we discover that, since most architectures capture a single-chain
dependency pattern [26, 38, 39], shown in Figures 1a & b, we cannot efficiently
extend concurrency and distribution beyond current explicit parallelism exposed
within intra-layer computations (i.e., matrix-matrix multiplications) to reduce
the latency of an inference. In other words, distribution and concurrency, if any,
is implemented at data level [17], which only increases the throughput.

The status quo approaches in reducing the inference latency are always ap-
plied after an architecture is defined (e.g., reducing parameters with weight
pruning [16] or reducing computation with quantization [43]). Additionally, for
extremely large architectures, limited model parallelism is applied on final layers
(i.e., large fully-connected layers that do not fit in the memory [11–13]). However,
since model-parallelism methods do not change the architecture, distributing all
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(a) ResNet50 (b) Prior Work (c) This work
(with DP generator) 
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Fig. 1. Sampled Architectures Overview – (a) & (b) Limited concurrency and
distribution due to single-chain dependency. (c) Improved concurrent architecture.

layers with such methods adds several synchronization/merging points, incurring
high communication overheads (Figure 1a & b). We discover that the single-chain
inter-layer dependency pattern, common in all the well-known architectures and
even in state-of-the-art neural architecture search (NAS) studies [48], prevents
the efficient model distribution for reducing inference latency.

This visionary paper addresses the single-chain data dependency in current
architecture designs and endeavour to inspire discussion for new concurrent ar-
chitectures. To do so, first, we analyze architectures generated by recent unbi-
ased NAS studies [48] and discover that scaling/staging blocks implicitly en-
force dependencies. Then, we generate new architectures with prior and our new
distance-based network generators using our new probabilistic scaling block.
Then, for quantitatively comparing generated architectures, we propose a con-
currency score that encapsulates important metrics such as communication, load
balancing, and overlapped computations, by reformulating the problem as a hy-
pergraph partitioning problem [4,27]. Based on the scores and experiments, our
generated architectures have higher concurrency and are more efficient for distri-
bution than current architectures, an example of which is shown in Figure 1c. Ad-
ditionally, as shown in Figure 2, they provide competitive accuracy while deliver-
ing high concurrency, directly proportional to inference latency (Figure 8). Our
experiment results (on over 1000 samples) show that our architectures achieve
6–7x faster inference time. As an added benefit, the current methods in reducing
the inference latency can be applied on top of our generated architectures. The
following is our contribution:

Addressing Single-Chain Data Dependencies: Our concurrent archi-
tectures created by network generators (specially the new distance-based
generator) break current biased designs by delivering high concurrency.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy vs. Concurrency Score – Randomly sampled concurrent architec-
tures generated with our NAS consistently achieve competitive accuracies with a higher
concurrency and distribution opportunities during an inference (Flower-102, §3).

Proposing Representative Concurrency Score: Our problem formu-
lation based on hypergraph theory encapsulates critical metrics to quanti-
tatively compare all architectures for efficient distribution and concurrency.

2 Related Work

Computation & Parameter Reduction: Reducing computation and param-
eters to reduce inference latency is an active research area. These techniques
are applied after an architecture is fixed. One common approach is to remove
the weak connections with weight pruning [2, 16, 30, 45, 49], in which the close-
to-zero weights are pruned away. It is also been shown that moderate pruning
with iterative retraining enables superior accuracy [16]. Quantization and low-
precision inference [6, 10, 24, 29, 43] change the representation of numbers for
faster calculations. Several methods also have been proposed for binarizing the
weights [7, 28, 36]. The concurrent architectures can also benefit from these ap-
proaches, making them complementary to further reduce inference latency.
Concurrency & Distribution: With increasingly larger architectures and
widespread usage of deep learning, distribution have gained attention [8, 11,
20,32,42]. Most of the techniques either exploit data or model parallelism [8,26].
Data parallelism only increases the throughput of the system and does not affect
the latency. Model parallelism divides the work of a single inference. However,
model parallelism keeps the connections intact. Thus, applying model parallelism
on intra-layer computations results in a huge communication overhead for shar-
ing the partial results after each layer due to existing single-chain dependency.
SplitNet [22] focuses on improving the concurrency opportunity within an archi-
tecture by explicitly enforcing dataset semantics in the distribution of only the
final layers. Each task needs to be handcrafted individually for each dataset by
examining the semantics in the dataset. In this paper, we propose concurrent
architectures that is generated by NAS by considering all important factors for
distribution, which has not been explored by prior work.
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Neural Architecture Search: With the growing interests in automating the
search space for architectures, several studies [3, 31, 37, 41, 48, 50, 51] have pro-
posed new optimization methods. Most of these studies [50,51] utilize an LSTM
controller for generating the architecture. However, as pointed out in [48], the
search space in these studies is determined by the implicit assumption in network
generators and sometimes explicit staging (i.e., downsampling spatially while
upsampling channels). Although Xie et al. [48] aimed to remove all the implicit
wiring biases from the network generator by using classical random graph gener-
ator algorithms, they introduced a scaling/staging bias in the final architecture
to deal with a large amount of computation. Such stagings create a merging
point after a stage where all the features are collected and downsampled before
the next stage. Hence, the generated architecture still carries the single-chain
of dependency which limits the further concurrency. In contrast, our proposed
architectures do not enforce such a dependency by removing this bias. Moreover,
compared to prior work, our target is to reduce inference latency by increasing
concurrency, which has not been explored before.

3 Concurrent Architectures

Here, we propose concurrent architectures that break the single-chain depen-
dency pattern for enabling concurrent execution of an inference. To improve
distribution and concurrency, we aim to search for an architecture that has min-
imal communication overhead and is load balanced when it is distributed. To
do so, the following provides the general problem formulation, while §3.1 and
§3.2 describe our implementation details. In §3.3, we extend the representation
to quantitatively study distribution and concurrency opportunities, derived by
reformulating the problem as a hypergraph partitioning problem.
Overview: The current design of neural architectures is optimized for prediction
accuracy and has an implicit bias towards the single-chain approach [48, 50], as
we discussed in §1. This bias limits concurrency and distribution for reducing in-
ference latency. In other words, only the computation within a layer is performed
in parallel and not the computation within a model. To tackle this challenge, we
aim to consider concurrency and distribution during the design stage and test
if such architectures provide higher concurrency with good accuracy. To do so,
first, we use network generators to create a random graph structure, which rep-
resents a potential architecture. Among all generated architectures, we sample
(without any optimized search) and evaluate generated architectures with our
proposed concurrency score. Then, we transform the graph to a DNN and per-
form experiments. Our final results show a promising direction worth exploring.
DAG Representation: A neural architecture, N , can be represented as a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) because the computation flow always goes in one
direction without looping. We define a DAG as G = (V,E) where V and E are
sets of vertices and edges, respectively. We define a network generator, f , as a
function that constructs random DAG. f creates the edge set, E, and defines the
source and sink vertices for each edge, regardless of the type of the vertices. Al-
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though network generators could be deterministic (e.g., a generator implemented
with NAS approach), we are interested in stochastic network generators. The rea-
sons are two-fold. First, the stochastic generator provides a larger search space
than the deterministic generator, so it is more likely to remove any bias. Second,
since, unlike prior work, we don not use scaling/staging to glue different parts
of our NAS generated network [48] (shown in Figure 1b), stochastic generators
provide more options for a potential solution. Note that the generated DAG only
represents the dataflow and does not include the weights, which are learned in
subsequent steps. §3.1 provides more details about our network generators and
how we utilize them to create a DAG.
DAG to DNN: Once we have found a promising DAG representation after the
concurrency score study, we transform the DAG into an actual DNN. Vertices in
DAG are components (e.g., layers or sub-networks) and edges are connections.
Within the process of transformation, we convert the nodes in DAG to a block of
layers and connect blocks with its corresponding edge in DAG. Each vertex, Vi,
has several properties such as type of the layer and its properties (e.g., depth,
width, activation size, etc.). In this paper, we use a uniform computation in
vertices: ReLU, 3x3 separable convolution [5], and batch normalization [19].

3.1 Network Generators

We use three classical random graph generators as baselines. Additionally, after
discovering that state-of-the-art generators do not generate a concurrent archi-
tecture, we propose a new graph generator with distance-based heuristics. Below,
we describe the generators identified by how their stochastic nature influences
the graph. Note that although the first three generators are based on [48], to gen-
erate concurrent architectures, we have removed the introduced staging blocks,
which enforces the single-chain dependency in prior work. Thus, all the studied
architectures in this work are novel and have never been studied before.

Once we obtain an undirected random graph from the generator, we convert
the undirected graph to DAG by using the depth-first search algorithm. The
vertices with smaller vertex ID is traversed earlier than vertices with larger ID.
As the final step, we add an input vertex to all vertices without predecessors and
an output vertex to all vertices without successors. This ensures that we obtain
a DAG with a single source and sink.
(1) Independent Probability: In this group, the probability of adding an
edge is independent of other properties. Similar to the Erdős and Rényi model
(ER) [9], in which an edge exists with a probability of P . Generators with in-
dependent probability completely ignore the graph structure and create a con-
nected graph (Figure 3a) that is hard to efficiently distribute.
(2) Degree Probability: In this group, the probability of adding an edge is
defined by the degree of one of its connected vertices. A vertex with a higher
degree has more probability of accepting a new edge. Figure 3b shows an example
of such a generator. Barabási-Albert model (BA) [1], first adds M disconnected
vertices, then for the total number of vertices until N , it adds a total of M edges
with a linear probability proportional to the degree of each vertex (i.e., a total of
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M(N −M) edges). Generators with degree probability create a tree-structured
graph, in which at least one vertex is strongly connected to other vertices. Such
a graph structure is hard to distribute since all the vertices are dependent on at
least one vertex, if not more.
(3) Enforced Grouping: In this group, initially, a pre-defined grouping is per-
formed on disconnected vertices and then edges are added based on the groups.
Small world graphs [23, 33, 44] are good examples. In one approach (WS) [44],
vertices are placed in a ring and each one is connected to K/2 neighbors on both
sides. Then, in a clockwise loop on vertices, an existing edge between its ith
neighbor is rewired with a uniform probability of P for K/2 times. As shown in
Figure 3c, a graph with WS algorithm tends to form a single-chain structure if
P is small. With a larger P , the structure becomes similar to ER.
(4) Distance Probability: In distance probability (DP), initially, a pre-defined
grouping is performed on disconnected vertices, then a distance probability func-
tion defines the existence of an edge. We first arrange the vertices in a ring. Then,
the probability of adding an edge between two vertices is dependent on their dis-
tance. In other words, closer vertices have a higher probability of getting edges.
− Distance Metrics: We define distance d as the smallest number of nodes plus
one between two nodes in a ring. The maximum distance can be half of the total
number of nodes, which is N/2. We use the distance to re-scale the passed in
probability P presented in WS. We use exponential re-scaling function:

Pnew = αP βd, (1)

in which α and β are constants. The probability quickly decreases as the distance
increases. This mechanism naturally creates multiple locally strongly connected
graphs, Figure 3d, which can be distributed. However, we still need to examine
the distribution and concurrency opportunities, which are presented in §3.3.

3.2 Transformations

Transformations are operations, the main objective of which is to create a rea-
sonable architecture, that happens after the construction of the DAG. We first

(a) Erdős-Rényi (b) Barabási-Albert

(c) Watts-Strogatz (d) Exponential Distance Based

Fig. 3. Network Generators – Four examples of different random graph generators.
Note that only (d) produces a good concurrent balanced graph.
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Fig. 4. Building Blocks – Building blocks used for conversion from DAG to DNN.

Dataset Baseline
DNNs with Uniform

Channels

Cifar-10 32×32 80.70 81.13
Flower-102 224×224 87.80 74.73 (Fails to Scale!)
Table 1. Accuracy of Uniform Channels – The mean accuracy comparison be-
tween sampled group architectures with uniform channel vs. handcrafted without any
advanced optimizations. (baselines Cifar-10 and Flower-102 are vanilla CifarNet and
ResNet-50, respectively).

introduce the building blocks, which include a scaling building block that, con-
trary to previous work, does not enforce a single-chain dependency.

Building Block: During the process of transforming a DAG to DNN, vertices
are interpreted as basic building blocks, as shown in Figure 4. Inside a basic
building block, Sigmoid activations are applied on inputs, then, the activations
are summed with a learnable weighted sum. The Sigmoid function is used to
avoid weighted sum overflow. As described before, the conv block consists of a
ReLU, 3×3 separable convolution, and batch normalization.

Redefining Staging: Staging is deemed to be necessary for all NAS generated
architectures to reduce the computation and facilitate learning. For staging, af-
ter a few layers, usually, the common method is to gather and merge outputs
from all transformation vertices, conduct downsampling, and channel upsam-
pling. However, such staging points create a rigid architecture with single-chain
dependencies that are hard to distribute and execute concurrently (e.g., [48]).
To address the single-chain bottleneck problem caused by staging, the first solu-
tion is implementing a uniform channel size for the entire architecture. In other
words, all conv blocks share the same filter size. Thus, there would be no need
to merge and synchronize at a point during an inference. However, as shown in
Table 1, the uniform channel size approach works well on a small image dataset
(e.g., Cifar-10), but it fails to achieve good accuracy on a dataset with larger
image dimension (e.g., Flower-102).

In this paper, we propose individual staging after any conv block. Because
of that, inputs to a conv block could have different dimensions. To tackle this
problem, we dynamically add a new scaling block in the process of construction.
The scaling block consists of a number of maxpooling layers. Maxpooling layers
downsamples the dimensions to match with the smallest dimension in the input.
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Staging/Samples A B C Overall Mean

Greedy 82.30 81.32 82.42 82.01
Probabilistic 82.42 86.69 84.62 84.58

Table 2. Average Accuracy – Comparison of randomly sampled group of generated
architectures with different staging choices (trained on Flower-102).

Staging/Samples A B C Overall Mean

Greedy 2.31 2.27 2.63 2.40
Probabilistic 3.00 3.28 3.58 3.29

Table 3. Average Accuracy/Parameters Ratio – Comparison of randomly sam-
pled generated architectures with different staging choices (trained Flower-102).

We also use 1×1 convolution layers to upsample the channel size to match the
highest channel size in the inputs in these scaling blocks. Therefore, we avoid
bottlenecks in generated architecture.

We adopted two design choices for the staging mechanism. In the first design,
greedy-based staging, we start with greedy-based staging. Within the construc-
tion process, we set an upper limit for channel size. As long as channel sizes have
not reached the upper bound, we conduct staging (i.e., downsample the input
& upsample the channel). However, this design raises an issue that intermedi-
ate outputs are quickly squeezed through the maxpooling layer, which discards
important features. This approach hurts the accuracy to some extent. s In the
second design, probabilistic-based staging, we use a probabilistic method in stag-
ing. In this design, although the channel size may have not reached the limit,
staging is done with a fixed probability of 0.5 to avoid discarding features too
quickly. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the probabilistic approach achieves better
accuracy rate than the greedy-based approach. In addition, Table 3 shows that
probabilistic staging supports higher accuracy with less parameter size because
(i) probabilistic staging gracefully discards features, so the architecture learns
better; and (ii) the aggressive greedy-based staging creates more size mismatch,
so it requires more scaling blocks.

3.3 Concurrency & Distribution

Our goal in this paper is to inspire concurrent architecture designs to improve
inference latency performance. As a result, besides common accuracy considera-
tion, we need to study concurrency and distribution opportunities of a candidate
architecture. To help the community to extend our study, instead of focusing and
showcasing on a single architecture, we are interested in finding a customized
concurrency score (CS) for a given architecture, N , that is easily calculated. In
this way, we can study various architectures and future works that can further
improve this work. CS shows how optimal the concurrent and distributed task
assignment for an architecture is. Lower PS score represents fewer communica-
tions, better load-balanced tasks, and more distribution opportunities with more
overlapped computation, so the architecture is more efficient for concurrency.
Metrics in The Score: We can formulate our problem of allocating tasks
on n units as a multi-constraint problem. The first constraint is that all units
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Fig. 5. Overlapped of Computation Metric – Illustration of η.

should perform the same amount of work, or be load balanced. Second, the
communication amount, the main bottleneck in distribution, should be at a
minimum. And third, we want to minimize runtime by increasing overlapped
computations among the units. The first two constraints are addressable by
finding a set of hypergraph partitions, in which we divide the vertices into equally
weighted sets so that few hyper-edges cross between partitions. The derivable
metric is the amount of variability in loads (δW ) and a total of communication
(Λ). The third constraint is measurable by finding the longest path between
the input and output vertices on the DAG and quantify concurrency (η). For
instance in pipeline parallelism, the longest path is the entire architecture, as
a result the latency is never reduced (and throughput is increased). Now, we
provide the formal definition of these solutions by first studying the DAG.
Maximizing Overlapped Computations: We measure how overlapped is the
inter-layer computations of an architecture from its DAG, or η, as a raito. We
measure this by observing the longest path in the distinct paths between input
and output vertices in the DAG, G, relative to the number of the computation
cores, n. Assume {di} is the set of distinct longest paths in G. We define η as

η =
max{di}

|V|/n
, (2)

in which |V| is the total number of vertices. Figure 5 depicts an examples of η.
A higher η value shows a more limited opportunity to overlap the computation.
Figure 5 also shows the width ofthe overlapped computation at the same depth
(i.e., DFS depth with the source of input), which is a good representation of
why some architectures are more efficient for concurrency.
Hypergraph Representation: Using graph representations in task assign-
ment for distributed computing is a well-known problem [18]. Basically, in the
generated DAG, vertices of the graph represent the units of computations, and
edges encode data dependencies. We can indicate the amount of work and/or
data, by associating weights (w) and costs (λ) to vertices and edges, respec-
tively. However, a DAG representation does not sufficiently capture the com-
munication overhead, load balancing factor, and the fact that some edges are
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Calculating metrics for Each Option:
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Fig. 6. Calculating Concurrency Score – Summarizing steps for deriving the score.

basically sending the same data/features. Therefore, for task assignment, we
use an alternative graph representation, derivable from the DAG, hypergraph.
A hypergraph [4] is a generalization of a graph, in which an edge can join any
number of vertices [46]. The hypergraph representation, common in optimization
for integrated circuits [27], enables us to consider the mentioned factors.

Formal Definition of Hypergraph: A hypergraph H = (V, E) is defined as a set
of vertices V and a set of hyper-edges E selected among those vertices. Every
hyper-edge ej ∈ E is a subset of vertices, or ej ⊆ V. The size of a hyper-edge is
equal to the number of vertices.

Hypergraph Partitioning: We assign weights (wi) and costs (λj) to the
vertices (vi ∈ V) and edges (ej ∈ E) of the hypergraph, respectively. P =
{V1, V2, V3, ..., VP } is a P-way partition of H if (i) ∀Vi, ∅ 6= Vi ⊂ V, (ii) parts are
pairwise disjoint, and (iii)

⋃P = V. A partition is balanced if Wp ≤ εWavg for
1 ≤ p ≤ P , where Wavg =

∑
vi∈V wvi/P denotes the weight of each part, and ε

represents the imbalance ratio, or δW .

In a partition P of H, a hyper-edge that has at least one vertex in a part
is said to connect that part. The number of connections γj of a hyper-edge ej
denotes the number of parts connected by ej . A hyper-edge is a cut if γj > 1. We
define such hyper-edges as an external hyper-edges EE . The total communication
for P is

Λ =
∑
ej∈EE

λj(γj − 1). (3)

Therefore, our two constraints can be defined as a hypergraph partitioning prob-
lem, in which we divide a hypergrpah into two or more parts such that the
total communication is minimized, while a given balance criterion among the
part weights is maintained. We can solve this NP-hard [27] problem with multi-
paradigm algorithms, such as hMETIS [21] relatively fast. Note that solving this
problem is a pre-processing step, which does not affect runtime.

Concurrency Score: Now, we have the tools to calculate the concurrency score,
CS. Figure 6 summarizes all the steps to derive our metrics: Load variability, δw;
total amount of communication, Λ; and overlapped computations, η. Hypergraph
algorithm accepts the number of units and a higher bound of ε. By changing
the ε, we create a set of partitioning options, for each of which we compute
all the metrics. Note that the DAG input requires a weight and cost value for
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every vertex and edge, respectively. Both of these values are easily derivable. The
weight of a vertex is directly proportional to its floating operations (FLOPs),
reported by most frameworks. The cost of an edge is directly proportional to the
transferred data size. To get CS, first, we need to normalize the communication
metric. We write Λ as Λ′ = Λ/(Uc×n), in which Uc is a unit of data and n is the
number of units. We define

CS =
1/3
√
δawΛ′bηc, (4)

as a custom concurrency score, in which a, b and c are constant that show the
relative importance of each metric for a user. In this paper, we assume a = c = 1
and b = 1.5, for a higher priority for communication. We chose Uc as the smallest
amount of communication for an edge in a generator. Hence, a higher CS value
shows poor distribution and concurrency opportunities.

4 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we evaluate our generated architectures by comparing our cus-
tomized generator and transformation process with prior work. The results
demonstrate that our generated architectures preserves accuracy while achieving
better concurrency scores by removing the implicit bias of single-chain depen-
dency. Besides, by running the final architecture on actual devices, we show that
the concurrency score provides reasonable heuristic about the real performance.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Generators: All generators use probabilistic scaling blocks. FB represents prior
work in unbiased NAS with staging blocks [48]. As mentioned in §3.1, although
ER, BA, and WS generators are based on [48], we remove the staging block that
causes the limited concurrency. As a result, all the studied network generators
and resulted architectures are novel and have never been studied before.
Randomization: To evaluate the accuracy of randomly generated architecture,
we collect representative samples with no optimized search. we followed the same
training procedure for architectures and reported the average accuracy. For CS,
total communication, and computation time evaluations, we collect 1,000 sam-
ples with no optimized search and compare across different generators.
Datasets: We conducted experiments on multiple datasets to ensure the exten-
sibility of concurrent architectures. We use two image classification datasets; (i)
Cifar-10 [25], which contains 60K 32×32 images in 10 classes; and (ii) Flower-
102 [34], which contains 16K 224×224 images in 102 classes. We strongly en-
courage future extensive studies on larger datasets, but given the heavy-compute
bound of NAS-based experiments, we chose to use representative datasets stud-
ied in most of the prior works [47].
Training Procedure: We use a uniform training pipeline with a stochastic
gradient descent optimizer for all architectures. We train on Cifar-10 with 100
epochs and on Flower-102 with 300 epochs. We report the top-1 classification
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Fig. 7. Total Communication with Distribution – Measured communication in
MB for 1000 sampled architectures in each category for 40 vertices on {4,6,8,10} units.
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Fig. 8. Inference Time – Normalized inference time normalized to FB (§4.1) for 1000
sampled architectures in each category for 40 vertices on {4,6,8,10} units.

accuracy on the test sets. For the first 100 epochs, we set the learning rate to
be 1e-3 and momentum to be 0.9. We changed the learning rate to 5e-4 and
momentum to 0.95 for the remaining 200 epochs on Flower-102.
Implementation: We implemented all graph representations in Python Net-
workX [15] library. Then, we convert a graph to a PyTorch [35] compatible
model. We constructed a graph-based forwarding path in PyTorch module class
to directly reproduce the graph structure.

4.2 Experiments

We analyze the results from three perspectives, communication, latency, and
concurrency score. Because we are interested in finding a general solution, we
start with the architecture stability evaluation that particularly focuses on the
architecture parameter size. Then, we show the generated architectures achieve
competitive accuracies, while, in the last part, we illustrate the high concurrency
and distribution opportunities of these architectures.
Architecture Stability:

For the architecture stability experiment, we used a fixed number of 40 build-
ing blocks. We created 1,000 samples from each network generator. We recorded
mean and standard deviation regarding the parameter sizes. We also evaluate
the architecture stability under different staging design choices (greedy vs prob-
abilistic). From Table 4, we see that proposed generators with greedy scaling
blocks creates larger but more stable architectures than with probabilistic scal-
ing blocks. Additionally, we see that our proposed DP generator creates the most
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Fig. 9. Concurrency Scores – Measured CS for 1000 sampled architectures in each
category with {40,80} vertices on {4,6,8,10} units (§4.1).

efficient architecture. We will see that architectures that use DP generators are
generally the most optimized.

Accuracy Study:

Here, we demonstrate that the concurrent architectures achieve compet-
itive accuracy on both Cifar-10 and Flower-102 datasets. Given the heavy-
compute bound of NAS-based experiments, we encourage further studies on
larger datasets. We used the same architecture samples as before without any
optimized search and reported both mean and best results. As shown in Ta-
ble 5 and 6, our concurrent architectures achieve comparable accuracy on both
datasets. Generated DNNs achieve better or similar accuracy on Cifar-10. For
Flower-102, because both network generation and transformation processes have
more randomness, the mean accuracy has a small gap compared to the baseline.
However, the best accuracy is close to the baseline, so we believe the accuracy
gap can be leveraged by conducting an optimized search in terms of accuracy.

Concurrency Study:

Finally, to show improved distribution and concurrency opportunities, we
examined the concurrency score of our architectures to ResNet-50 and FB (§4.1)
by sketching width/depth histograms in Figure 10. As shown, we achieve higher
width/depth, which enables more concurrency, while provides lower maximum

ER AB WS DP

Greedy Mean 48.63 48.33 42.03 35.03
Staging Std 1.11 0.91 1.28 2.25

Probabilistic Mean 46.03 45.63 36.44 26.69
Staging Std 2.70 4.41 3.52 3.05

Table 4. Parameter Size Stability – The mean and standard deviation of parameter
size in sampled generated architectures with different staging.
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Mean
Acc.

Best
Acc.

Mean
Acc./Param.

Best
Acc./Param.

CifarNet 80.70 80.70 5.38 5.38
ER 81.33 81.81 4.94 5.03
BA 80.29 81.66 4.81 4.92
WS 79.89 81.45 4.75 4.84
DP 80.87 82.47 4.81 4.90

Table 5. Concurrent Architectures on Cifar-10 – Overall sampled metrics.

Mean
Acc.

Best
Acc.

Mean
Acc./Param.

Best
Acc./Param.

ResNet-50 87.80 87.80 3.43 3.43
ER 84.88 86.20 2.11 2.43
BA 82.91 84.62 2.41 2.91
WS 81.46 86.57 3.17 3.10
DP 84.66 86.69 3.19 3.28

Table 6. Concurrent Architects on Flower-102 – Overall sampled metrics.

depth, which enables shorter execution time. To quantitatively compare the gen-
erators and FB, Figure 9 depicts concurrency scores, summarized on over 1000
architectures in each category per set. As seen, our generators (and specifically
DP) consistently gain the best score. Moreover, to gain more insights, Figure 7
and 8 illustrate total communication with distribution and inference (i.e. com-
putation) time, when each architecture is deployed on |P| units. We see that
though ER and BA methods deliver better computation speedup, they suffer
performance slow down more from data communication. For our new generator,
DP, we see an 6–7x speedup in inference time. We observe a close relationship
between the reported score and actual latency and communication. In fact, la-
tency and communication measure performance in an orthogonal way, but CS
score captures the overall efficiency of the generated architecture pretty well and
could be used in future studies.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed concurrent architectures that break the single-chain
of dependencies, a common bias in modern architecture designs. We showed that
these architectures are concurrent and have more distribution opportunities for

(a) ResNet50 (b) FB 
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Fig. 10. Width/Depth Histograms – Illustration of ResNet50, FB, and concurrent
architectures, which enable more concurrency and shorter inference latency.
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reducing the inference time while achieving competitive accuracy. Since we dis-
cover that previous NAS studies were implicitly biased in creating a sequential
model, we introduced a new generator that naturally creates concurrent archi-
tectures. To quantitatively compare concurrent architectures, we proposed the
concurrency score that encapsulates critical metrics in distribution.
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6 Appendix

Raw 2 Units 4 Units 8 Units
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Fig. 11. Random Neural Network Distribution – This gives 5 examples of raw
random generated neural networks, their distributions on two, four and eight units.
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6.1 Distribution

To distribute the generated networks according to the number of units, we first
group node in the same sequential path together to minimize the communication
overhead. The detailed algorithm of grouping can be found in ??. After the nodes
in the graph are grouped together, we use heuristic-based greedy algorithm ??
to distribute all nodes to units. The objective of the algorithm is to balance the
workload. To make the load balancing simple, we assume the final goal is that
each unit performs a similar amount of computations. Ultimately, this process
can be improved using various other techniques that currently is out of the
scope of this paper. Here, we provide an example of our process, which starts
from network generation to workload distribution.

Network Generation Figure 11 demonstrates a example of raw random neu-
ral network generated. This network is later fed into a grouping and distribution
algorithm to decide which unit runs which nodes.

Distribution to 2,4 and 8 Units Figure 11 shows network distribution on 2,4
and 8 units. The coloring marks the node is distributed on which unit. Because
all units need to run the computations of the first node, we leave it as a common
node (this could be just a scatter operation). In addition, for the last node, an
extra unit is needed to merge all results together, so we mark that unit as black
(this could be just a gather operation).

Load Balancing From the graphs, we observe that the current grouping and
distribution algorithm does well load balancing under the scenario with a small
number of units. The quality of load balancing affects the final inference latency,
because the final results may slow down due to a bottleneck node, which hap-
pens when unbalanced loads exist. We conduct a load balance quality study as
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Fig. 12. Load Balance Quality – The load balance quality analysis on two, four, six
and eight units compared to the normalized Shannon entropy value.
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2 Units 4 Units 8 Units

Fig. 13. Performance Scaling – the random neural network latency on two, four,
and eight distribution units.

well as shown in Figure 12. We use normalized Shannon entropy value to indi-
cate the load balancing quality (the higher the number represents the load is
more balanced, and 1 means the load is perfectly balanced across distribution
units). In the Figure 12, we showcase the median, 25% − 75% percentile, and
1%− 99% percentile load balancing qualities. We observe that as the number of
distribution units increases, the overall load balancing quality downgrades and
the variation of quality increases. We aim to develop distribution algorithms
with higher quality; however, currently, our aim in this paper is showing that
parallel inference computations of a single request is a viable option and should
be studied more.

Performance Scaling As the final step, we also conduct a study on perfor-
mance scaling. We use a total of 10 AWS t2.micro EC2 instances for performance
evaluation. Each instance is equipped with only 1 vCPU and 1 GB memory. The
specification are chosen to emulate edge units with limited compute and mem-
ory that have a higher computational cost (remember that constants in the
Equation 4 give higher priority to communication). As shown in Figure 13, the
inference latency improves when the system has more distribution units. How-
ever, The latency stops to decrease as the number of distribution units becomes
8, because the workload is not well balanced on each unit, as shown in our load
balancing study. In this example, the bottleneck unit in the system causes longer
latency for the entire system.
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